Measuring spots distance from an
object using Imaris
To use Imaris to analyse your data, your data has to be in the Imaris proprietary format (.ims)
if you are working with a version newer than 9.2. Luckily, Imaris provides us with a simple to
use file-converter that can be used to convert all microscope image data into Imaris format.
The converter is installed on all the computers with Imaris and as of Imaris 9.5.1 the icon looks
like this

Needless to say, as Imaris get updated the version number might change.
However the file name should say ImarisFileConverter. As this manual is meant
for users with some experience with Imaris, it is assumed that the user can
convert their files.

For this application we are going to need Imaris XT extension so you need to book it when you
start the software. Book the license by marking the corresponding square on the promt.

To open a file in Imaris you should be in the Surpass mode. To activate the surpass mode, click
the icon ‘Surpass’. Now you can File/Load your .ims file into Imaris.
To measure spots distances from a given object, we need to determine the object, a distance
map from the object and the spots. The object could be cell and we could be measuring
distances from cell membrane or the object could be nucleus and we could be measuring
distances from the nucleus. The spots are whatever objects of interest you have, be they
vesicles, protein aggregates or something-somes. The distance map is a channel where valye
of each voxel is given by its distance to a given surface.

Defining a volume object (i.e. surface) in Imaris.

Here we have a blue stain in nucleus and we have a green stain on our nuclear pore marker.
While most of the pores are on the nucleus, some of them marker has stained something on
the cell membrane. We want to study which fraction of the pores are on the nucleus.

To do this, we must first determine the surface that defines the nucleus. To do this we use
‘Add new surfaces’ tool.

The tool can be found on the volume tool bar. When
unselected the icon looks like this.

When selected, the icon changes (see left). Selecting
this will open a new wizard on the bottom left of the
screen. The wizard is shown below.

As we are not tracking anything over time and because in
this case we want to segment the entire image, we do not
touch anything in the panel A.
If we wanted to segment only a small area of the image,
we could select ‘Segment only Region of Interest’ and the
software would let us to choose a volume where we want
it to look for objects.
If we had time series, the ‘Track Surfaces (over Time)’
could be used to track how surfaces (i.e. objects of
interest) move over time.
But as we are not doing either of those, we move our
cursor to the pane B and press the BLUE arrow ONCE.
This yields us the page (2/4) of the surface creation
wizard.

In the ‘Source Channel’ we need to select the channel we
want to use to build our surface. Be careful to choose the
right channel.
In the Surface Detail tab we get to define the amount of
surface detail we want to allow to our object. The smaller
the number, the more uneven the surface will be as the
algorithm hugs the smallest of details. The larger the
number, the smoother the surface becomes.
This is illustrated in the image below. Generally we will
want to use a relatively ‘high’ value, i.e. low accuracy for
our surface in cases where we are measuring distances.
This makes the analysis easier, though we have to keep in
mind the error we might introduce this way. I went with
1 µm in our case.
In this example we are not touching C. If your
background is stronger than your signal in some parts of
the image the ‘Background Subtraction MIGHT help you.
But if you have to resort to this tool you are in trouble
anyway. So we keep the ‘Absolute Intensity’ marked.

Then we press the blue arrow to right ONCE.
This yields us the next page (3/4).

Now we can also see the suggested surface(s) on our
object(s).
When we move the slider A we can see the surface
adjusting in the image. The position of the slider should
be selected in such a way that the surface matches the
object of interest.

If you are in doubt you can hide the surface by unchecking the surface from the scene menu.

Once you are happy with your surface, you can click the blue arrow (C) right once again.

Now we should get something like this. In this
window we could ‘filter’ our objects, e.g. remove
anything too small or too large. Alternatively would
remove objects that are too bright or too dim or
objects that have the wrong shape. Filters can be
chosen from the ‘Filter Type’ panel and added using
the ‘Add’ button. It should be noted that
thresholds should be adjusted for each filter
individually.
In out example we are segmenting out a singular
nucleus so we only have one object and so filtering
doesn’t make much sense. Now we can press the
green double arrow to finalize the surface.

Creating a distance map
Now we should see something like this.
Now that we our surface we need to figure out how
far each voxel is from the surface. This can be
achieved with the Distance Transformation script. Do
note that if you did not activate the Imaris XT when
you started the program you cannot run the script.
The script can be found from Image Processing /
Surface Functions / Distance Transformation.
Running the script gives the following prompt.

As we want to measure distances outside of the
surface we chose ‘Outside SurfaceObject’.

Running the script creates a new channel called
‘Distance to Surfaces 1’. This channel is hard to
visualize but it basically gives each voxel outside the
surface a numerical value that corresponds to its
distance from the surface in µm.

While we are not going to visualize the distances,
we are going to need this mapping to figure out
how far our spots are from our surface.

Creating spots-objects
To activate the spots tool, press the relevant icon as
shown on the left.

This icon opens us a spot creation wizard that can
be found on the bottom left of the screen.

If we for some reason wanted to indicate the spots
manually we could do so using the ‘manual editing’
(A). Also we wanted to find spots only in a small
area of the image, we could select ‘Segment only
Region of Interest’ and the software would let us to
choose a volume where we want it to look for spots.
Because we want to process the entire picture we
click the blue arrow (B) to get to the next step of the
wizard.

No we need to choose the channel
where the spots are. This is done from
the selection of Source Channel (A).
Next we should tell the software how
big we expect our spots to be. Imaris
measuring tools can be used to estimate
the spot width.
If and when we have a stack, the spots
are likely elongated due to imaging
artefacts. To model this turn on the
‘Mode PSF-elongation along Z-axis’ and
estimate the height of your objects.
This effect is more pronounced the
smaller your spots are and the smaller
magnification you are using. When you
use this option you must define an
expected height of your spots (D).
When you are done, you can press the blue arrow to right (E). This yields something like this.

Now the spot creation wizard
can be used to adjust the
sensitivity of spot detection.

While the ‘quality’ of the spots is the default
option for spot detection sensitivity (A) it is
possible to use other measures alongside the
‘quality’. For example here we have used
‘mean intensity’ of the green channel to weed
out objects we deem too dim to be real spots.
These additional constraints can be chosen
from the drop down menu (B).
Adjusting the thresholds for the chose
parameters (A) is done with the threshold tool
(C). You should adjust the thresholds while
keeping an eye on the image to optimize the
parameters to detect objects you deem real.
Once you are happy with your spots, press the
green double arrow (D) to finish your spots.
Find display adjustment panel and turn off all the
channels. You can find display adjustment panel by
pressing ctrl+d if you have closed it.
This is done purely for visualization purposes and
serves no use as far as the analysis is concerned. The
resulting picture should show only your surface(s) and
the spots you have created

Now we have all the components we need to measure spots distances from the surface.

What we need to look at is the intensity of the
‘Distance to Surfaces’ channel within the spots
we have created.
Make sure you have the spots selected (A) and
then navigate to the statistics tab (B). Then open
the ‘detailed’ tab (C). From the drop down menu

This yield the following rather unwieldy view of
the data. However you can now import the
values into a .csv file using the (A) button.
You can also select individual spots to read out
their distance from the table.

